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Introduction
Distributed memory multiprocessors have proven to be scalable and oer high performance. However, the limited memory on each processor node generally requires programers to perform their own data decomposition, carefully moving needed data among nodes by explicit message passing. Writing parallel application code using message passing is both intricate and error prone. Virtual shared memory enables a programmer to make full use of the total aggregate (gigabyte) memory resources while avoiding the diculties of message passing.
DOLIB (Distributed Object Library) supports virtual shared memory on the Intel Paragon and iPSC/860 distributed memory supercomputers. DOLIB enables all processors to operate directly on any part of a distributed global array through explicit calls to gather and scatter. Advantages of using DOLIB include: dynamic allocation and deallocation of huge (gigabyte) distributed arrays, both C and FORTRAN callable interfaces, and the ability to mix shared-memory and message-passing programming models for ease of use and optimal performance. DOLIB is independent of any language or compiler extensions, and requires no special operating system support. DOLIB supports automatic caching of read-only data for high performance.
Section 2 discusses previous work related to DOLIB. In section 3, we describe the user interface in the form of manual pages for the DOLIB procedures. In section 4, we provide implementation details of DOLIB, to aid the programmer in optimizing the use of DOLIB's global arrays. Section 5 illustrates the eectiveness and ease of use of DOLIB with a parallel matrix-matrix multiply. We have also used DOLIB to create DONIO, the Distributed Object Network I/O Library; details can be found in D'Azevedo and Romine [1] . DONIO obtains more than a 10-fold improvement in performance of concurrent disk I/O on the Intel Paragon. Finally, section 7 gives a short summary and a preview of upcoming developments in future versions of DOLIB.
Previous Work
The performance of virtual shared memory on a distributed memory system requires an eective caching strategy. Thus, much of the research into virtual shared memory, such as Li [2] , Li and Hudak [3] , and Stumm and Zhou [7] , concerns intricate network protocols that maintain cache coherency in the presence of multiple concurrent updates. Shiva [4] is a shared virtual memory system for the Intel iPSC/2 hypercube multiprocessor. Shiva uses the Memory Management Unit (MMU) page fault mechanism on each Intel i386 node to generate memory requests for remote pages. The implementation requires low level hardware and operating system support.
The CHAOS library [6] is an attempt to provide support for the parallel solution of irregular problems; that is, problems whose communication patterns are not easily predictable. CHAOS is a runtime library that can analyze the pattern of indirect addressing of arrays (such as x(ia(i)) = x(ia(i)) + y(ib(i)), and automatically devise an optimized schedule of communication. CHAOS supports irregular assignment of data arrays to processors by using a globally accessible translation table to describe the location of elements of the array. The loop iterations are automatically partitioned (or repartitioned) and assigned to processors (based on trying to optimize the resulting load balance and communication volume). A preprocessing phase constructs the required communication schedules for the given distribution of workload and data.
DOLIB avoids the complexity of cache coherency by supporting a restricted virtual shared memory. Specically, DOLIB assumes that any global array with caching enabled contains read-only data. If the array is updated, it is the programmer's responsibility to ush the cache to prevent erroneous results. In many important applications such as distributed nite element matrix assembly, parallel sparse matrix factorization and Lagrangian particle tracking, cache coherency is not an issue. For example, global data such as a ow eld typically remains constant throughout a time-step for Lagrangian particle tracking. At the beginning of the next time step, the cache can be ushed to prepare for recomputing the ow eld.
In section 4.1, we describe how caching is implemented in DOLIB, and discuss the DOLIB routines available to the user to control the cache.
User Interface
This section provides details on the syntax and behavior of each of the DOLIB primitives. They form the manual pages for DOLIB. 
Discussion
DOLIB supports automatic caching of commonly used data pages to reduce communication message trac and enhance performance. A common shared cache pool is used even though page size for each global array may be dierent. A larger cache would yield a better \hit ratio" but require more memory and entail a higher overhead for associative searching. The programmer can set the cache size appropriate for a specic application for optimal performance. Note setting the cache size to be zero is a fast way of purging the entire cache.
Implementation Details
DOLIB is designed to provide support for globally shared arrays in a distributedmemory environment. In this section, we describe some of the design decisions made that may aect the performance of application codes that use DOLIB. DOLIB views a large global array as composed of xed size pages stored in a block wrapped fashion across all processors. This page structure simplies caching, which is vital for good performance. The restriction to a block wrapped mapping allows DOLIB to easily nd the location (processor number and machine address) of any array element. Pages can be easily malloc'ed or free'ed.
DOLIB for the Intel iPSC/860 and Paragon machines is implemented using the IPX (Inter Process eXecution) [5] system developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 1 This version of DOLIB (and IPX) relies heavily on a reliable interrupt mechanism provided by hrecv on Intel multiprocessors. If a processor makes a call to do gather, DOLIB rst determines where (on which other processors) the requested data reside. For example, suppose that processor A requires data residing on processors B and C. do gather causes processor A to send message requests that interrupt processors B and C from regular computation. These processors package the requested data and send reply messages back to Processor A. They then exit this \interrupt" mode and resume regular computation. At no time is the thread of regular computation \aware" of the interruption. However, when the interrupt mode is entered and assumes control of the processor, there may be two detrimental eects on the regular computation. First, data that reside in the hardware cache may be discarded during interrupt processing, thus increasing memory access time when regular computation is resumed. Second, if the regular computation involves pipelined oating point operations, the pipeline will be interrupted, thus increasing the overhead in reloading the pipe when regular computation is resumed.
The do scatter operation involves a similar sequence of messages as the The important facility provided by Intel's hrecv primitive is that all such signals are caught. For example, if processor B in the example above receives another interrupt while processing the one from processor A, the new interrupt is queued and then processed before processor B returns to normal execution mode. We will discuss these operations in more detail later in this section.
We have also developed a version of DOLIB (based on a polling version of IPX) that does not require a preemptive interrupt mechanism. In section 6, we discuss the implementation of DOLIB in the absence of such reliable signal handling.
DOLIB must be initialized with a call to do init before any other DOLIB calls can be made. The DOLIB routine do declare denes a new global shared array. The user provides: the global array size (total number of elements); the data type (double or real*8, int or integer, char or character); the number of data items per page (page size) and the number of pages per block (block size); and a name for the array (to allow for useful error messages), though accessing the array is always done through the array descriptor that is returned from do declare. Since memory for the new global array is immediately allocated and the values of the resulting local data addresses are shared among the processors, do declare implicitly synchronizes the processors. Thus, all processors must participate in the do declare operation.
Caching
Caching is disabled by default when an array is declared. The DOLIB routine do enable enables caching of the indicated array. There is a single cache for all the global arrays that have had caching enabled. The DOLIB routine do setchsize can be used to specify the maximum size (number of cache pages) in the cache, which currently defaults to 128. The do setchsize function returns the previous cache size. Note that for a given amount of memory there is a tradeo between the number of cache pages allowed and the size of each page in the array. Both are chosen at run time, allowing the user to optimize the use of the cache for the given application. Moreover, since the pagesize of a global array is set when it is declared, the pages in the cache may be of dierent sizes. For the Intel iPSC/860 and Paragon machines, a page size of 8Kbytes is reasonable.
Important note: Some patterns of accessing a global shared array may be unexpectedly memory-intensive. For example, consider a do gather operation in which a single element of every page in the array is requested. The page containing each element is returned to the requesting processor, causing a copy of the entire global array to be temporarily created. For large arrays, such an operation may overow the available memory, causing an error. DOLIB makes no attempt to maintain cache coherency across processors. It is the user's responsibility to ensure that any information that is cached is read-only. The user may ush the cache pages associated with any given array by calling do disable. No implicit synchronization is done in do disable, though the utility of selectively disabling caching of an array on some processors is unclear.
To illustrate the utility of do enable / do disable, consider the problem of tracking particles along characteristics of a changing ow eld, where the ow eld is stored in a global shared array. Throughout a given time step, the ow eld is assumed constant (and hence, read-only data). After all particles have been tracked in the given time step, the ow eld must be updated for the next time step. Since the ow eld is no longer read-only data, the cache should be purged of the ow eld by calling do disable. After the new ow eld has been computed and stored in the global array, caching can be re-enabled for the ow eld with do enable.
To purge the entire cache without the necessity of disabling caching on each global array individually, the user can simply set the cache size to 0 using do setchsize (the previous value is returned by the function), and then reset it to its previous value.
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Accessing a Global Shared Array
The main DOLIB routines that access the globally shared arrays are do gather, do scatter and do axpby. The do axpby routine implements the operation y x+y, where and are constants, y is a globally shared array in DOLIB, and x is a local vector. do axpby is a powerful and exible primitive, and is commonly used in such contexts as nite element matrix assembly.
When a processor (say, processor A) calls the do gather routine requesting a list of elements from a global shared array, the index list is processed to determine where the requested data reside. (If one of the contiguous block versions is called, the starting index and number of items is treated similarly). Items that are not local to processor A are obtained from other processors using the IPX get array call. The information exchanged among the processors during the do declare allows processor A to compute the machine address on the remote processors where the data reside. Using this address, the get array call interrupts the remote processor, forcing it to return a message containing a copy of that data.
DOLIB provides both synchronous and asynchronous versions of the gather operation. The synchronous version causes the calling processor to block until the gather has been completed. The asynchronous version returns control immediately to the calling processor, providing a request descriptor as return value. The calling processor can then query the status of the asynchronous gather using do isavail (with the request descriptor) to determine whether the gather has been completed. Calling do wait will force the processor to block until the specied gather has been completed. The asynchronous call is provided to allow for overlapping of communication with computation; however, the user should be aware that there is some overhead associated with creating a request descriptor and allocating memory to contain the returned pages. The asynchronous version may be more expensive overall in cases where there is little chance of overlapping communication with computation.
Given a list of values for the local array x and a corresponding list of array indices for the global array y, do axpby accumulates the updated values to the appropriate location in the global array. Global array references that reside on the calling processor (say, processor A) are done directly by assignment to memory; the others require message passing, as follows: Processor A determines the owner processor id, block number, page number and page oset for each array reference, grouping those belonging to the same processor for eciency. Then A sends an interrupt message to each such processor (say, B and C), followed by a message containing the necessary values and indices. The interrupt message induces processors B and C to complete the do axpby operation with the values contained in the second message.
The procedure for implementing do scatter is identical to that of the do axpby routine. Indeed, the DOLIB do scatter routine is simply a do axpby call with = 1 and = 0. Warning: If a do scatter operation is immediately followed by a do gather operation, a race condition may ensue, and old values (before the do scatter has completed) may be returned to the do gather call. A do gsync should be called in between the do scatter and do gather to prevent this type of error.
Reclaiming Memory
One major advantage of DOLIB is the ability to dynamically create and destroy global shared arrays. When an array is no longer needed, do destroy will free all memory allocated to the array, including cache pages associated with the given array. To avoid inconsistent views of the array, the processors are rst synchronized (to ensure that any outstanding gather requests are satised), and then the data structures for the array are destroyed. This implies that all processors must participate in the do destroy operation.
Performance of DOLIB on Intel iPSC/860
DOLIB is currently implemented using the IPX message system developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. IPX relies heavily on the hrecv() preemptive interrupt capability on Intel multiprocessors. Access cost to emulated shared memory is due in part to the overhead in DOLIB, IPX and the underlying NX message delay. In this section, we illustrate the performance and use of DOLIB in the context of a parallel matrix-matrix multiply algorithm. The RATFOR source is included in the Appendix. The matrix dimension N aects the data distribution of the global matrices A and C since data pages are assigned to processors in a wrapped fashion. If N is exactly divisible by P (mod(N; P) = 0), then all references to matrices A and C are satised locally on each processor without external communication. This is reected in the faster times for the gather of A and scatter of C for N = 1440; 19200 in Table 5 .1 and N = 1920; 37440 in Table 5 .2.
Implementation of DOLIB using Polling
The version of DOLIB for the Intel iPSC/860 and Paragon machines relies heavily on the reliable interrupt handling capabilities of Intel's multiprocessors. We have implemented a version of DOLIB that relies on explicit polling of the message queue to service DOLIB requests. However, there are several requirements imposed on First, every DOLIB routine starts by checking its receive queue for DOLIB requests that must be satised. Hence, as long as all processors are executing DOLIB routines on a regular basis, performance should be largely unaected. However, if any of the processors fails to call DOLIB routines, it will not check its receive queue for DOLIB requests, thus starving any processors attempting to access its array elements. Note that this is not a problem under the Intel version of DOLIB, since the interrupt handler forces the processor to handle incoming requests. The do check routine is provided to allow the programmer to force a processor to check its input queue for DOLIB requests. The do check routine is a no-op under the Intel version of DOLIB.
Our initial port of DOLIB to PVM (using a translation of IPX) is complete; however, because the IPX get array routine is unaware of data types and treats all arrays as a sequence of bytes, DOLIB assumes a consistent integer and double precision format. Hence, currently only heterogeneous networks containing machines that agree on these formats (such as Sun Sparcstations and IBM RS/6000's) are supported. We are currently rewriting DOLIB to use the PVM3.3 message passing library directly. When this is completed, DOLIB will provide a shared-memory programming paradigm for a wide variety of platforms, including fully heterogeneous clusters of workstations.
Summary
We have described the design and implementation of DOLIB, a library of routines that support virtual shared memory on the Intel family of distributed memory machines. DOLIB provides access to globally shared arrays through the explicit use of gather and scatter primitives. Globally shared arrays are dynamically created and destroyed by the user application, thus allowing ecient use of the available aggregate memory on the multiprocessor. DOLIB also supports automatic caching of read-only memory, to increase the eciency of global shared memory by reducing the amount of message passing required.
We provided two illustrations of the use of global shared memory: a matrixmatrix multiplication routine, and faster concurrent I/O using a library called DONIO. These examples show that global shared memory can be an eective means of providing the shared-memory programming paradigm on distributed memory machines.
Obtaining the Software
To obtain the source code for DOLIB, the reader should send email to the authors: efdazedo@msr.epm.ornl.gov or rominech@ornl.gov.
Appendix
In this appendix, we list FORTRAN source code to illustrate the use of the DOLIB primitives. The source code given here is for the matrix-matrix multiplication example discussed in section 5.
#include "stdinc.h" #define logdev (10+myid) #define DEFAULT_ISIZEB 8 /* *************************************************** */ /* perform matrix-matrix multiply with explicit gather */ /* *************************************************** */ program pllmat { intrinsic abs, max, min; #define eps 1.0d-5 #define isnear(x,y) (abs((x)-(y)) <= eps*max( one,max(abs(x),abs(y)) ) ) real8 cij, gcij; /* end do istrtB */ FREE(IBbuf, nrowB * isizeB); /* clean up */
